Do More with Your Autodesk Tools with Cloud Credits

Autodesk offers a comprehensive set of cloud services that work with your existing engineering and design tools. All of these services are run with Cloud Credits - a universal unit of measure across Autodesk consumption-based cloud services. Cloud services can help you work smarter and faster on a vast number of projects.

Some examples are:

Cloud Rendering
Architects, Engineers and Product Designers can produce fast, high-resolution photorealistic renderings of their designs in the cloud.

Reality Capture
Use photogrammetry to capture real life data to create 3D models.

Simulation
Deliver better designs more quickly and make great products with Autodesk Simulation software, part of the Autodesk solution for Digital Prototyping.

Getting Cloud Credits

To get Cloud Credits, you must be on a Subscription contract.

After using your Starter Cloud Credits, you can purchase Cloud Credits to continue using cloud services.

Purchased Cloud Credits
Purchased Cloud Credits can be shared and used by multiple named users on the same contract.

Starter Cloud Credits
Starter Cloud Credits are not available for purchase or transfer, and cannot be shared with other users or pooled or consolidated.

When you run a cloud service, a dialogue box will display how many cloud credits are required to run that task, and how many Cloud Credits are remaining.

Users and their software managers can view their Cloud Credit usage reports in their Autodesk Accounts.

If you’re already on a subscription contract and want to purchase more Cloud Credits, talk to your Autodesk Reseller or go to your Autodesk Account page & click on “Get More Credits” for more detailed information on Cloud Credit guidelines and how they work for each cloud service, how to purchase Cloud Credits, and more go to www.autodesk.com
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